**Registration Number**: PGCIL/R/2018/50680  
**Date of Receipt**: 11/10/2018

**Type of Receipt**: Online Receipt  
**Language of Request**: English

**Name**: Sandeep Kumar  
**Gender**: Male

**Address**: VPO Bibipur Bada, Tehsil Fatehpur Shekhawati, Dist Sikar, Rajasthan, Pin:332317

**State**: Rajasthan  
**Country**: India

**Phone Number**: Details not provided  
**Mobile Number**: +91-8602066140

**Email-ID**: rakesh.nice55@gmail.com

**Status**: Rural  
**Education Status**: 

**Is Requester Below Poverty Line?**: No  
**Citizenship Status**: Indian

**Amount Paid**: 10 (original recipient)  
**Mode of Payment**: Payment Gateway

**Request Pertains to**: K. K. Gupta, DGM(NR-III)

---

**Information Sought**:

Respected Sir

Regarding recruitment process of Diploma trainee Electrical in PGCIL-NR3 w.r.t. Advt.no.1/NR-3/2018 dtd. 21/02/2018. For which CBT was held on 24/07/2018. And results published on 10/10/2018. Since i am not satisfied with my CBT marks so i am filling this RTI to know the following.

1. My response sheet for Reg Id- 809716 and roll no. 150620470.
2. Answer key as per PGCIL for the said CBT.